INFORMATION SECURITY POLICY
Purpose
Information is one of the most critical assets for Bit2Me, so it is essential to
implement a series of measures in all places where it is stored, transmitted or
processed. The purpose of Bit2Me's Information Security Policy is to ensure the
confidentiality, integrity and availability of data in order to comply with the
obligations and best practices regarding information security in the development
of its activities.

Principles
Bit2me's information security policy will be developed, in general, according to the
following principles:
●

●

●

●

●

Principle of confidentiality: the assets pertaining to information technology
must be accessible only to those users, bodies and entities or processes
expressly authorized to do so, with respect to the obligations of secrecy and
professional confidentiality.
Principle of integrity and quality: the integrity and quality of the
information, as well as its treatment processes, must be guaranteed,
establishing mechanisms to ensure that the processes of creation,
treatment, storage and distribution of the information contribute to
preserving its accuracy and correctness.
Principle of availability and continuity: a high level of availability of IT assets
will be guaranteed and the necessary plans and measures will be put in
place to ensure the continuity of services and recovery in the event of
serious contingencies.
Principle of risk management: a continuous process of risk analysis and
treatment should be articulated as a mechanism for managing the security
of IT assets.
Principle of continuous improvement: the effectiveness level of the
information security controls in place will be reviewed in order to adapt
them to the constant evolution of risks and technological environment.

All personnel working on behalf of Bit2Me must understand and comply with
these principles, and the security policies that develop them. Bit2Me's
management is committed to supporting compliance with this Information
Security Policy, fostering business growth, and increasing the value of Bit2Me to its
employees, customers, shareholders and other stakeholders.
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